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ANSWER SHEET 

Word Meaning: 

Write the meaning of the given words: 

1. Swift (adj.) – quick  

2. Bright-veined (adj.) – a flash of lighting shaped like a vein. 

3. Meteor (n.) – a piece of rock or other matter from space that produced a 

bright light while travelling through the earth. 

4. Ember (n.) – a piece of firewood that is red and hot even after the flames 

have died 

5. Crumble (v.) – fall to pieces.  

6. The quiet of power – the grace with which the quiet but powerful ox moves 

 

Make Sentence: 

Students themselves will make sentence by using the words of the word meaning. 

 

 Answer each question in one sentence:  

1. Ans. The poet describes the bolt as „lightening falls‟ and says that when a 

bolt falls from the sky on the earth, that is also beautiful. 

2. Ans. The wind blows the wheat field. 

3. Ans. Horse is strong footed because its legs are strong as it runs quickly. 

4. Ans. When the sun sets slowly before evening, it is a beautiful view of the 

day. 

5. Ans. "The quite of power" means the slow grace with which the quiet but 

powerful ox moves. 



Find out whether the statements are true or false. If false then write the 

right statement.   

1. False 

Correct answer: The number of the swift things and slow things are equal in 

the world. 

2. True 

3. False 

Correct answer: The narrator loves swift things and slow things equally. 

4. False 

Correct answer: Wind meteor, rivers all are swift things. 

5. True 

 

  Re-arrange 

1. Ans. 

“Swift Things are Beautiful: 

Swallows and deer, 

and lightning that falls, 

Bright-veined and clear,” 

 Matching: 

Ans.  

(a+ii)= Swift things are beautiful. 

(b+i)= Swallow is a beautiful swift bird. 

(c+iv)= The strong-footed horse, the runner's sure feet. 

(d+iii)= The closing of the day, the pause of wave. 

Complete the verse: 

1. The strong-footed horse 

The runner's sure feet. 

 

2. And slow things are beautiful: 

The closing of the day, 
 


